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IT’S TIME FOR 
A REFRESH“ ”

About a year and a half ago we were tasked with redesigning the Carleton College home page.



We didn’t have a well-defined charge, other than a sense from leadership that the current one was getting long in the tooth. 


This was true -- at the very least, it wasn’t a paragon of current best practices.


Heck, it prominently featured an autoplay slider.



We started by considering our users.


One thing we knew was that we wanted to orient our new home page unambiguously toward prospective students.


Here are a couple of them researching colleges.



Knowing this put us in a nice position. It’s always good to have a somewhat focused audience to address.



POLITICS

But we’re aware that home pages can be caught in the middle of campus politics. For many schools, prospective students are just one of many audiences that are 
addressed on the home page.


We want to make a quick pitch right now for why you should care particularly about prospective students when you think about your home page.



Regardless of your internal politics, prospective students are forming their first impressions of your school via your website.



Lots of research shows that first impressions can last a long time, even after people see other information. 



Prospective students are unique in this regard! Your alumni, faculty, staff, and students already have well-established connections and impressions of the school. Your 
home page is unlikely to shift those dramatically.



And while prospective students can and do land on any public page, your home page is likely your page with the most traffic, links, and page rank.


It is more likely than any other page to be the source of a prospective student’s first impression.



NO PLACE LIKE HOME

So even if the various audiences have equal importance to your institution, your home page is likely to have a much greater impact on prospective students.


It seems worthwhile to take extra care to consider how that audience is interpreting and reacting to this key page.


OK, pitch done. Back to our story.



Before we started design work, we looked at what we already knew about this audience.



We had talked with prospects for our previous redesign, but that research was six years old.



Basically forever in internet and teenager time.



So we knew we needed to get up to speed on the kids again. And in Carleton’s case, that really does mean actual kids, since we are a small, residential school with an 
overwhelming traditional-age student population. So we’re talking 15-17 year olds.


We did two rounds of research.



First, we asked some local students to be part of an in-person focus group. We sat them in front of computers and had them look at a bunch of college and university 
home pages. Some were competitors, some were not, but we covered a range of approaches.


We watched them interact with these sites and had them write out their individual impressions.


Then we pulled them together to discuss the pages.


From this we learned a bunch of things -- which we will get to shortly -- and we created a design concept based on those insights.
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Where would you click to find out the requirements to get into the school? 

We then did a round of first-click testing with a group of high-achieving high school juniors and seniors from across the country.


First-click testing means we showed them a static mockup and asked them where they would click for different tasks. With some of the participants we did this live, via 
Zoom, so we could see their response and ask follow up questions. Others we had do it independently so we could make sure our moderation wasn’t skewing things. We 
followed up with a questionnaire asking them about their sense of the school from the mockup.


We wanted to see if we had been successful at making a home page that produced accurate first impressions, as well as to make sure they would be able to use it to find 
what they needed.



In this round we made sure the participants met our admission criteria, and that they reflected a balance of genders, geographic locations, racial and ethnic identities, 
and income levels.



[Matt]


So, what did we learn from all this research?


The main thing we saw was this: 



FAIL

Prospective college students consistently misunderstood the key messages most college home pages were trying to convey,


and they had much worse reactions to pages than we (and presumably the site creators) expected.



THE MORE THINGS CHANGE

This may be surprising to you, but if you attended our colleague Mark Heiman’s talk in Portland at HighEdWeb 2014, it won’t be.


We saw similar things back then.


Many of the things they told us reaffirmed what we already knew from 2014.


But we also saw new twists that deepen our understanding of this audience, and help us know what to do to make effective pages for teenagers on today’s web.



THE MORE THEY  
STAY THE SAME

Some things we saw last time, that we saw again this time:



PHOTOS

They used photos to form their impressions of the institution. They also consistently misinterpreted them.



EPHEMERAL 
ELEMENTS

They drew incorrect conclusions from headlines, news stories, and other prominent (and often ephemeral) page elements.



GENERAL 
FRAMING 
CONTENT

And they want general framing content.


What kind of school is it? What sets it apart? Where is it? How big is it? What does it look like? Who goes there?


If that broad information is not clearly supplied, they read between the lines — and that does not go well..



EXAMPLES

Let’s take a look at some specific examples of these issues.


On the majority of sites we looked at, the imagery and topics featured on home pages fell flat or gave a skewed impression of the school.



The ephemeral content on this home page didn’t give them much to go on, leading to a lot of head scratching. When asked to describe this school, one student gave the 
vaguest possible response: “Focused on most things. Values education.”



Asked for general impressions, many said this school seemed serious, sciencey, and not people or activity oriented.


When we specifically asked them about the story at the top, they said they just didn’t understand why it was there, or what it was supposed to tell them about the school.



Students thought this school was oriented toward social life and didn’t have strong academics.


Asked specifically about the main photo, they panned it as uninformative. All schools have dining halls, how does this set it apart? Why would you show this instead of a 
classroom or the campus?



WHAT IS THIS
Content that wasn’t clearly framing the school annoyed them and led them astray.



EPHEMERALITY

Now, we know that featured stories are temporary. If you come back in a week, there will likely be a different thing up on the home page.


None of our participants ever considered that this content was ephemeral. They generally assumed this content was chosen with the goal of framing the school, not to 
round out an editorial calendar.


In their minds, why else would you put something on your home page? If that seems a bit self-centered… hold on to that thought.



You might expect visitors would synthesize a broader sense of the place when there is a range of topics covered by this content, but we didn’t see that happening either.



ONE SCHOOL

Happily, we did find one school that avoided this trap.



There was actual applause when we got to this site in the discussion. We heard things we’d like to hear if we had created this site, like “This is important stuff people 
want to know about.” and “They’ve got a big spectrum here.”


Considering how many schools were failing to meet this basic desire, it was nice to see the positive reactions when a school broadly frames themselves up front in 
audience terms.



Several schools had prominent fundraising pitches in the center of the page. We know those elements aren’t for them, but they don’t. And they really found them off-
putting.


They asked if the schools were struggling financially.


This might sound strange, but then again -- why should we expect high schoolers to know how higher education funding works?
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We saw all these things back in 2014. At this point I think we can say these are durable features of high-school-aged folks rather than being a generational thing.


Ok, great, you may be saying, but what did you see that’s new?


Happily for this presentation, we saw a number of things we didn’t see last time.



CONTROL

One thing we saw was a real desire to feel in control of their experience.


Here’s what that meant, concretely.



They hated autoplay video. This was such a strong reaction that it overrode their desire for framing content.


Schools put a lot of work into developing this, but then didn’t get any credit because they used autoplay video to deliver it.


Many said they would actively scroll past auto play video to avoid it. We heard things like “I didn’t come there looking for a video. So i feel like it was kind of forced on 
me” , “Jarring”, “Just kind of annoying,” and “Scroll! Scroll! I don’t want to look at it any more.”


They mostly ignored content overlaid on top like you see at the bottom of this video.


Click-to-play video was much better received.


These reactions make us wonder if autoplay video is the new autoplay slider.



Buttons to show more (“progressive disclosure” in the trade) were a clear winner. They liked having a way to peek at more content without committing to go somewhere 
else in the site.


Any click that was clearly an on-page interaction was appealing. If they thought the link might lead to another page they felt more cautious about the click.



Links that were not obviously links were either ignored or were considered annoying. They did not like mousing around the page to find out what was clickable.



They loved seeing animations and other visual cues that showed what would happen when they clicked.



One thing that really surprised us was how much they noticed and loved prominent, visible navigation.



Several of the sites we looked at used hamburger menus, which they almost entirely ignored. In fact, they seemed to feel these sites were more “cluttered” and less clear, 
and they often missed key navigation elements.



CONTROL

Knowing how the site is organized gives them a strong feeling of control over their experience.



ASSUMING 
THE WORST

The second thing we saw was that they negatively react (and assume the worst) when key information is not visible, or is presented “out of order” from their perspective.



You’d think this page would be appealing — dorm life is a topic relevant to prospective students.


If you did, you’d be wrong. Students panned it because they considered dorm life to be less important than academics, type of school, location, overall campus life, and 
so on.


The absence of that higher priority content makes them assume that those other things must not be great. Otherwise, wouldn’t the school put those up instead?



We saw something similar when we were testing our prototype. We had our major marketing messages all lined up, and a nice social media feed at the bottom of the 
page.


But the students we talked with were annoyed at the absence of any content connected to this important factor in their school decision. They often felt we were 
intentionally hiding our cost and financial aid, and assumed that meant the story wasn’t good.



The bottom line is: make sure you understand what is most important to your audience, and try to address those things right on your home page.



HAIR TRIGGER 
BS DETECTOR

They have a hair-trigger “BS detector” and are strongly judgmental about anything they perceive as inauthentic.



Quotes and testimonials? Cherry picked. Possibly ghost written.



Candid photography? Posed. There was clearly a photographer in that room.



Vague, general claims about the school? This is isn’t all bad — they appreciated the effort to help summarize the school, but still wondered if this just marketing puffery.


They didn’t seem bothered by bold claims, though, when they were concrete and supported. Surprisingly, overt marketing copy seemed less inauthentic to them than 
quotes and “candid” photography.



But numbers -- those they loved. This collage of stats won actual cheers.



When they found that they could click for more and find the acceptance rate and average test scores, you could hear them falling in love with this school.



Not all numbers got kudos. They questioned vague ones like these. They wanted specific, concrete numbers.



ALL FOR ME

They interpret everything as being for/about them, and act accordingly.


You may have slick, packaged content for them in your Admissions site (as we do at Carleton), but they may not ever see that if they are spending their time elsewhere.


They mostly navigate to Admissions when looking for concrete admissions process information.


Otherwise, the whole site is “for them” in their minds.




We saw this in our first-click testing. Like many schools, we have prominent audience navigation.


Prospectives were often clicking to portals for other audiences, which was curious.


But it makes sense if you consider they were assuming that the site was all for them.


They thought behind these links there would be information for them about alumni, faculty, and students



CC BY 
Rexx W/Flickr

We saw another example of this on this link on our mockups.


The high schoolers were clicking this a lot, for a lot of random tasks.


This puzzled us, so we started asking them what they expected to find. Why were they clicking this?


They told us they expected to find viewbook-type content, like campus photos and student life.


That also confused us until we realized: these students don’t know what a directory is. They’ve never used one of these.


This link reads to them as “Campus Blah Blah” and, assuming it is for them, they just ignore the meaningless part.



Want general framing content

Generalize inaccurately from examples

Believe everything is for them

Want to be in control

Assume the worst when important 
content isn’t up front

Turned off by inauthenticity

To sum up, this audience


Want general framing content

Generalizes inaccurately from examples

Wants to be in control

They are turned off by a hint of inauthenticity

They believe everything is for them

They assume the worst when important content isn’t up front
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We’re pretty sure the desire to be in control is not specific to teenagers. We all want to control our experience and get frustrated when a website decides to take that 
control away from us.


But the others represent a real puzzle. What’s going on?



Frontal 
Cortex

Amygdala

Let’s take a little detour into cognitive development. If we could look inside the prospects looking at our sites, here’s what we’d see.


There are two parts of the brain that synthesize information and make meaning out of it: the frontal cortex and the amygdala.


[click] The frontal cortex supplies reason and logic. It thinks critically.


[click] The amygdala processes emotion. It’s really good at reacting quickly and leaping to conclusions.


As adults, the frontal cortex is well developed, and is generally in charge of our thinking process.



AMYGDALA

FRONTAL 
CORTEX

But as our brains develop, these two parts of the brain mature at different rates. Here they are at 12.


It just so happens that the amygdala has a spurt of development around 12-13. Eventually the frontal cortex to will catch up, but that won’t be until they are in their 20s.


So our prospective students are at the point in their lives when their amygdalas are all grown up but their frontal cortexes aren’t.



At 15, 16, 17, it’s like the amygdala is in the driver’s seat and the frontal cortex is in the passenger seat. If you’ve taught a teenager to drive, this analogy may be a little 
too apt.


When the amygdala is in charge, it causes three main features of adolescent psychology.



IMPULSIVITY

First is impulsivity.



IMPULSIVITY

Teenagers leap to conclusions much faster (and less accurately) than adults. These conclusions are driven primarily by emotions. And without a strong frontal cortex to 
question the validity of these snap judgements, those conclusions tend to stick around.




ADOLESCENT 
EGOCENTRISM

Second is what is called “adolescent egocentrism.” -- “It’s all about me.”


When a teenager thinks everyone is talking about them, that’s an example of adolescent egocentrism.




THEORY OF MIND

Third is a not-fully-developed theory of mind. Theory of mind helps us make accurate guesses about why others say what they say and do what they do. This is a 
function of the frontal cortex. Prospective students in this age group can’t yet reliably do that -- they are not able to intuit the reasons behind the things they see.



Are these sounding familiar, based on what we saw?


You might say, “Isn’t everyone a bit impulsive and self-centered online”? You might also wonder if orienting your home page entirely toward prospective students will turn 
off your other audiences.


It turns out we have evidence that this is not the case!



We also asked alumni to try our proposed redesign -- the one that was oriented entirely toward prospective students -- and to let us know what they thought.


The vast majority were fine with it.


They understood that it was not for them, they liked how it was presenting their alma mater, they used the audience navigation to achieve their tasks, and they gave it the 
thumbs up.


[click] That is the power of a fully functioning frontal cortex!




[Helen]


So, prospective college students want home page content to be authentic, and not feel like they’re being marketed to.




#NOFILTER

They are looking for this



#HELLOKIDS

#NOFILTER

And we’re giving them this.



#HELLOKIDS

#NOFILTER

At the same time, they want schools to be upfront about what they are like, not asking them to read between the lines of examples.



They are looking for this [click]



and we’re giving them this.



AUTHENTICITY

We came out of this process with a clear understanding that in higher ed we need to rethink what it means to be authentic.


In higher ed we usually try to bring authenticity to our sites with lots of specific examples and by foregrounding individual voices -- student quotes, faculty features, 
unique events, candid photos.


Paradoxically, those were the things that were most likely to raise alarm bells for prospects. We believe this is because they are savvy enough to know that these are 
edited and selected to sell the school, which makes them immediately suspect.


But what if authenticity meant that the school had a voice of its own, and that it knew what it was about and was able to communicate that clearly?




OUR SOLUTION
carleton.edu

Here is where that question took us.


The content and imagery all revolve around framing the school as a whole, answering those key questions prospects arrive with.

An aerial photo leads. Prospects loved this. Right away they had a good sense of the setting.

You’ll notice that primary navigation is front and center.

You’ll also see that our fundraising link is up the very top of the page. We saw that when it was in this position on competitor sites, it was ignored by prospects. Perfect!

We added “for” before our audience navigation in an effort to remind perspectives that these are for other people.

And we removed “Campus” from “campus directory”. Now it just reads “blah blah” to prospects, as it should!

What’s next? A summarizing statement (or—as the marketers say—a brand statement). You’ll recall that these were met with mixed reviews. They frame the school, 
which is good, but they could just be empty words, which is bad.

So here’s what we did: we supported that brand statement with a series of blocks containing photos, stats, and stories that unpack and explain our brand statement. 

In these blocks we use examples. But these examples are not floating free on the page — they are put into context so readers clearly understand their purpose.

Videos are click-to-play, allowing the users to be in control of their experience.

Want more info without leaving the page? That’s available as well.

Finally, we replaced our social media block — which got an overall response of “meh” — with a message about our financial aid, supported the same way we supported 
the brand statement.


https://www.carleton.edu


The overall response from our testers was very positive. They “got it.” When we asked them to describe the school in their own words they sounded a lot like Carleton’s 
actual students.


Many of them also mentioned that the design felt different from any other school’s.


We certainly wanted to have a memorable home page, but distinctiveness for its own sake was not the main thing we were shooting for.



This page is different because we really wrestled with the question of how to portray the school in a way that was compelling, felt authentic, and which did not trip over 
the minefields of adolescent psychology.


We didn’t jump on design trends for the purpose of having the current style.


If your prospective students are teenagers, your challenge -- and we hope you embrace it -- is to figure out how you can reflect the essential qualities of your school in a 
way that is sensitive to the ways that teenage brains work.


If your prospective students are mostly adults, the specific lessons here might not apply -- but we hope you learned how a similar research process could help you 
understand how that audience reacts to your site.




UNDERSTANDABLE

AUTHENTIC

RESPECTFUL

Either way, they are peering into a world that is unfamiliar with them, using tools that may not be ideally suited to the task.


Your job is to give them a glimpse into this world, by framing your school for them from the very beginning, in terms they understand, in ways that are authentic to your 
specific school’s culture, location, and personality, and which respect the fact that they are in charge of their own journey.


There are probably as many different ways to do this as there are schools.

 
With these principles in mind, we hope you find your school’s own distinctive path.




Thank you!


